EXCHANGE STUDENTS – SIGNING UP FOR CLASSES

- Go to as many different classes during the first two weeks of the semester to find out if they really are what you expect.
- Decide in which classes you want to stay and in which not.
- Listen carefully during the first session for instructions about signing-up procedures, such as:
  - writing your name on a list for a tutorial (e.g. physics)
  - registering online using slc (e.g. mathematics, computer science): https://slc.mathematik.uni-ulm.de/cgi-bin-ssl/slc (log in and password have to be applied for)
  - registering online using sip (e.g. some special lectures in economics): http://rwwp.mathematik.uni-ulm.de/sip/public.html (you can set your own login and password)
  - registering online for language classes: http://www.zsp.uni-ulm.de/lehrveranstaltungen/einschreibungs.html > choose your language > choose your course (tick „Einschreiben“ = register) > click „Jetzt einschreiben“ = register now
  - Most courses do not require registration.

ERASMUS students: Fill out a learning agreement modifications form. List all added and dropped classes.

Extracurricular Activities

- Ballet, Music, Painting, Photography, Theater …. http://www.uni-ulm.de/einrichtungen/muz/